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Short Description

Ethereal Single was the first reservoir mount to directly attach a reservoir to a radiator which has since
become an industry standard. It creates an extremely compact Pump and Reservoir configuration which can
fit into the tightest cases. The back plate is universal and fits 120mm and 140mm wide radiators. 

Description

Ethereal Single was the first reservoir mount to directly attach a reservoir to a radiator which has since
become an industry standard. It creates an extremely compact Pump and Reservoir configuration which can
fit into the tightest cases. The back plate is universal and fits 120mm and 140mm wide radiators. It has
horizontal adjustment with increments of 10mm so that you can offset your components on the radiator.
Ethereal Single 2.0 now comes with the latest Universal Back Plate which reduces overhang when using it on
a 120mm wide radiator.

Features

Quality:

Created with a manufacturing process used in industries such as aerospace. All components are carved from
a solid block of 6061 aluminum with extreme precision. Anodized for the toughest and most resistant surface
available. Stainless steel fasteners for maximum strength and corrosion resistance. Silicone anti vibration
pads with extremely high set point resistance. 

Compatibility:

Ethereal Single 2.0 fits any 60mm reservoir or pump/reservoir combination on the market. It mounts onto
any 120mm or 140mm wide radiator meaning 120mm, 140mm, 240mm, 280mm, 360mm, 420mm and
560mm radiators. It can be mounted to a radiator, onto fans or onto a radiator or fan mounting position. 
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Specifications

Specifications:

Material: 6061 Aluminium.
Surfacing: Anodized.
Manufacturing Process: CNC Milled.
Fasteners: Stainless Steel.
Anti-vibration Pads: Clear Silicon.

Included items:

Mount Rear Clamp.
Mount Front Clamp.
Universal 120/140mm Back Plate.
M4 10mm Button Head Hex Countersunk x2.
M4 8mm Button Head Hex x2. 

Experience Singularity:
We have built high end liquid cooled systems every day for a decade and so our designs come from hands on
experience. What comes first in our products is versatility, quality and aesthetics. When you are building you
need as many options as possible. We have designed a range of products with the versatility to give you the
freedom to create your own unique ideas. We do not hold back on quality to save cost, our focus is premium,
high end components. All of our products are precision machined from a solid block of the most high quality
materials. Our aesthetics are derived from function, clean and neutral to fit your ideas and theme.

 

Additional Information

Brand Singularity Computers

SKU SC-ETH-SGL-2-SL

Weight 0.2000

Color Silver

Reservoir Type Tube Res

Reservoir Accessory Type Clamp

Vendor SKU/EAN 9351182002117
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